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Introduction
Experimental studies “ involving -z~. l....,....,...,.. ,. ...,..1

equilibrium volubility and dissolution/precipitation
rates were initiated on boehmite (A1OOH) using a -3
hydrogen-electrode concentration cell (HECC). This
cell provides continuous, accurate in situ pH -4

measurements of solidholution mixtures to 295°C ;
with provision for either removing soiution samples .s

~ i A=.
for analysis of the metal content, or adding either of -f}
two titrants. This cell has been recently used to
measure the volubility of minerals such as brucitej
boehmite, zincite, and magnetite.
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The abiiity to perturb pH. isothermally by
addition of acidic or basic titrant opens the door for
studies of the kinetics of dissolution/precipitation,
even for relatively fast reactions. By monitoring the
change in pH~ with time, detailed kinetic information
can be obtained without the need for sampling.

Results and discussion
The volubility of pure synthetic boehmite

(AIOOH) has been measured in NaCl brines over a
wide range of pH. (2- 10), temperature (100 to 2900C),
and ionic strength (0.03-5 molal NaCl). As an
example, Fig. 1 shows the results of multiple titrations
obtained at 150”C (O.1 molal NaCl), petiormed both”
from acidic and basic solutions using the appropriate
titrants. These results show that the volubility of
boehmite is reproducible and also reversible, from
both over and undersaturation. The solid curve in this
figure represents the volubility calculated from a fit of
the data using a general least-squares program.

Studies of the dissolution/precipitation rates of
boehmite were initiated in neutral to basic solutions at
100 to 290”C. The equilibrium solubilities obtained
afier each addition of acid (inverted triangles, Fig. 1)
or base (triangles, Fig. 1) are in excellent agreement
with the volubility curve obtained previously. These
results show also that the rates of both the
dissolutiotiprecipitation reactions are extremely fast
at high temperature.
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Figure 1: Volubility and kinetics of precipitation/dissolution of

boehmiteat 150”Cand O.I molalNaC1.

For the dissolution steps at 100”C, the pH.
versus time data indicated a smooth exponential
approach to equilibrium. The rate of dissolution was
converted from pH. versus time to total aluminum
molality versus time. This reaction obeys the simple
rate law: d[A1(OH)4-]/dt==ktiWC-~C.~+mMtOw,where
C is the ratio of boehmite surface area to mass of

solution, hiss and kp= are the zero-order ad =ond-

order rate constants for dissolution and precipitation.
A plot of rate (d[A1]/dt) versus [W][A1(OH);] proved
to be linear and the logarithm of the ratio of the
dissolutiordprecipitation rate constants for both steps
is within O.I log units of the corresponding
equilibrium constant for the boehmite/alum inate
reaction determined previously.

We are extending this work to include
gibbsite, kao[inite and more complex aIuminosilicate
phases.
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